Instructions for Use

1. Carefully Remove Product from Package.
2. Remove Parchment Paper Dispenser (the Small Box) from Package.
3. Remove Crumb Tray from Package.
5. Carefully Insert the Crumb Tray between the Brackets/Rails on Support/Upright.
7. Pull Parchment Paper from Dispenser (about As Long As Two Lengths of the Base Plate) and Tear off Simply by Closing the Lid on the Parchment Paper Dispenser Which Gives a Straight Tear and Thread According to the Sample Threaded in the Product You Just Removed from the Packaging.
8. Thread According to Sample and Attach Clip to the Parchment Paper.
9. When Inserting Food to Be Eaten Do the Following:
   a. Lift up the Brake and rotate the Pull Wheels counterclockwise (away from you) until slack is created.
   b. Lift up the top Jaw high enough to provide for the insertion of the food to be eaten. (Creating slack in the pull cord enables a pocket to be created in the parchment paper between the Jaws allowing for food insertion. The amount of slack provided determines the size of the pocket required.)
   c. Slowly rotate the pull wheels clockwise (toward you) which advances the food to be eaten. Please note it is not necessary to lift the Brake when advancing the food it is designed to work like a ratchet holding foodstuff in place as the user eats the food enabling the user to advance the foodstuff at his or her desired pace.

Our Heartfelt Message to Each of You!

Along with this creation we send our grateful thanks to you for accepting our “Invitation to Freedom” and the fervent wish that you once again experience the joy of independent eating.

E-Z Eat Enterprises, LLC